A story of recreational patterns, community service,
philanthropy, environmentalism, and the many different
lives that a piece of land can lead.

LEFT: "Colletra," the original waterfront cabin built on the
property by Charles Raymond "Ray" Clayton in the 1930s. The
cabin was merely for recreation; the family resided full time on
Raymond Road in Toms River. ABOVE: Fallen into disrepair,
this is what the cabin looked like in August 2020.
Modern photo by JP Ziobro; vintage photo courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta
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ABOVE: Ray and Ethel Clayton
BELOW: Colletra under construction
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

he large tract of land near the intersection of Rt. 571 and
Whitesville Road in Toms River Township, NJ, has an
undeniably fascinating and little-known history. Numerous
Native American artifacts recovered at the site show the Lenape
once frequented the area. A grist mill operated there for a period, if
the telltale stones, nails, and other artifacts pulled out of the river
that runs through the site are to be believed. Much of the land was
covered by naturally occurring cranberry bogs into the 20th century
(the New Jersey Pinelands being one of the few places where
cranberries grow naturally). Our focus here in this article, though,
will be how, as a private home and a campground in the 20th and 21st
centuries, the site was a source of joy for generations of children
and adults alike. Located along the Toms River and adjacent to the
notorious 1,300 + acre Ciba-Geigy Chemical Corporation superfund
site, the Camp Albocondo story is more than just a piece of local
history. It is a story that can teach us much about recreational
patterns, community service, philanthropy, and environmentalism,
as well as the many different lives that a piece of land can lead.
Charles Raymond Clayton (1896-1967) built a one room,
waterside log cabin at the site in the mid-1930s, though, according
to multiple family members, he did not actually own the land at the
time. “Ray,” as he was called, styled the cabin Colletra, for sons Hugh
Connelly (1920-1995) and Lloyd (1921-2011),
wife Ethel May Willoughby Clayton (1900-1962),
and himself, Ray. The site became a popular
gathering place, with local newspapers printing
breezy notices like, “Seventy-five persons
attended the annual gun club picnic Sunday at
Raymond Clayton’s cabin along the creek. A
scenic lunch, shooting matches and swimming
were featured.”
Public records show that in 1947, Ray’s
son—the aforementioned Hugh Connelly
Clayton—and Hugh’s wife, Alta Jean Clayton
(1924-1993), purchased the land at auction.
Local landowner Philip Miamone was also
bidding on the land, but, according to family lore,
the crowd at the auction loudly encouraged him
to let young Hugh win. Hugh, who everyone
would have known was freshly home from
critical wartime work, had won them over, and Mr. Miamone
acquiesced.
In 1950, Hugh Connelly and Alta Jean built a home on the site for
their family (placed just back from Ray’s original cabin on the creek).
The family would call the home Albocondo, incorporating the names of
Alta Jean, daughter Bonnie M., Hugh Connelly, and son Douglas.
According to a 1960s Asbury Park Press feature article on the
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ABOVE: The completed Colletra
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

ABOVE: The 1950s ranch
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

BELOW: The ranch as it appeared in August 2020
Photo by JP Ziobro

“Albocondo Ranch,” sandstone rocks from the creek were
used in the construction of the house and its fireplace, and
additions were made to the house over the years. At the time
that article was written, the author noted that the home, with
its dark red siding and knotty pine walls, had “a living room,
family room, dining room, office, small den, utility room,
kitchen, three bedrooms, and two baths. The stages of
construction have created a multi-level layout. The kitchen,
in fact, rises several steps above the other rooms and being
half open on one side, gives the effect of a balcony.” The
property also boasted two ponds formed by dredging the
cranberry bogs. Bonnie M. Clayton Citta proudly noted in
2020 that her father “built everything in that home himself.”
The site’s use as a campground formally dates to around
1965, though the whole time Hugh owned the property he
had hosted large groups of family and friends, and even Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, and other civic groups. By 1971, Camp
Albocondo boasted 200 campsites, 2 lakes, and facilities
with indoor toilets and showers. A 1975 article notes that the
Camp had 300 campsites, all sold out over the 4th of July
weekend. It was a good time to be in the camping business.
As Martin Hogue notes in the article “A Short History of the
Campsite,” in the journal Places, “By mid-century camping
had become big business.” This is illustrated in part by the
growth of Kampground of America (KOA), “from a single
campground in 1961 to 829 nationwide by 1979.” (Today,
KOA is “the world's largest system of privately held
campgrounds.”)
Hugh Connelly’s son, Douglas Clayton, who grew up at
the site, purchased it from his parents in 1980 after he
returned home from a stint in the military. Hugh and his wife
retired to a houseboat on the water on the grounds. Doug
recalled in a June 2020 interview for this piece that, “in its
day, Camp Albocondo was a model campground,” and that
he at one point served as the President of the NJ
Camp Owners Association. A 1990 advertisement
boasts “200 campsites, hook-ups available. Store,
game room, pool, fishing, recreation field,
playground. Paddle boat, canoe and tube rentals.”
By 2005, though, Doug was ready to leave.
When interviewed, he did not elaborate much on
his motivations, and he is certainly entitled to his
privacy. But in Terence Young’s 2014 article, “The
End of Camping: Coming Home to the City,” in
Boom: A Journal of California, the author writes,
“After more than a century of increasing
popularity, the number of campers is declining.
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ABOVE: The 1950s ranch interior
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

The ranch’s living room as it appeared in August 2020

Photo by JP Ziobro

Although camping remains among the top-five
outdoor recreations in the United States, the rate
of participation by Americans sixteen and older is
down from its peak in the late 1990s.”
Public records show that in 2006 Doug and
his wife Bonnie L. Clark Clayton (not to be
confused with his sister, Bonnie M. Clayton Citta)
sold Lots 9 and 25 to Sandcastle of Monmouth,
LLC for $2,250,000 and Lot 21 for $750,000.
Records show that from 2006-2012, the lots
were owned by Sandcastle of Monmouth County
LLC, which hoped to develop the property. Other
members of Hugh Connelly Clayton’s family
attempted to acquire the site, hoping to continue
its operation as a campground, to no avail. Plans
for senior housing and use by the Toms River
School District were floated, among other things.
None of these ever came to fruition, and in 2012
Sandcastle of Monmouth County, LLC sold 1480
and 1482 Whitesville Road (lots 9, 21, and 25) to
The Trust for Public Land (TPL). Since 1972, The
Trust “has protected more than 3.3-million acres
and completed more than 5,400 park and
conservation projects.” They paid $4.1-million for
the 58-acre tract of land formerly known as Camp
Albocondo, to keep it preserved until Toms River
was able to find funding to buy it. According to
TPL:
Conservationists in Toms River Township had
long tried to protect Camp Albocondo—a
former private campground on the banks of
the Toms River, which flows to Barnegat Bay.
When a residential subdivision was proposed
for the site in 2010, The Trust for Public Land
helped purchase the site to protect it from
development.

ABOVE: Hugh and Alta Jean Connelly
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

In November 2014, we transferred the land to
Toms River Township and Ocean County to
extend a greenway along the Toms River
corridor. The permanent protection of Camp
Albocondo’s forests and wetlands ensures
that the property will continue to provide flood
protection for the surrounding community
and safeguard the region’s water quality.
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ABOVE: The ranch from the air, c. 1950s
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

ABOVE: The 1988 cabin as it orgininally appeared
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

Below: The 1988 cabin as appeared in August 2020

Photo by JP Zobrio

Then Toms River Mayor, Thomas F. Kelaher,
was quoted as saying at the time, “The property is
a wonderful extension of Winding River Park...The
acquisition eliminates the possibility that the area
could be developed for dense housing
construction. There was the chance that if a
developer had been found in time, that company
could build a 200-unit townhouse project.”
So what have the town and county done with
the site since 2014? The lands themselves are
open to the public for passive recreational
activities like hiking, fishing, and biking. As for the
buildings themselves, however, they have been
ravaged by both the elements and vandals. Doug
Clayton says they were in pristine condition when
he left. What happened?
Toms River Township owns the portions of
the property with the buildings on it. A
representative for the Town noted that when they
acquired the site, they “did not have a specific
immediate use for the site and mainly wanted to
keep it out of the hands of developers.” In time,
though, the Town hopes to move its recreation
department to the site and use it as a trail head for
the Joshua Huddy Trail. It would become part of a
bike and pedestrian trail along the Toms River
linking the camp site to Riverwood Park to the
north and Winding River Park to the south.
Recreation equipment and passive recreation
activities such as a kayak storage and launch and
summer camp would be operated at the site. As
for the buildings, according to a Township
representative, they “have deteriorated beyond
reasonable use and will be demolished, as they
have become a hazard and a drain on
enforcement resources.”
In an interesting aside, it appears that the
popularity of camping is back on the rise. A 2019
article titled “12 Industries That Will Thrive Thanks
To Millennials” notes that:
Camping has enjoyed significant revenue
growth over the last several years, largely
thanks to millennials. Total wholesale camping
equipment sales rose above $2.5[-billion] in
2018, up from less than $2[-billion] in 2013. Also
in 2018, nearly 80[-million] American
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households went camping—a new high. KOA...says the industry’s ‘aggressive growth’ is largely
attributable to an influx of younger campers, who are camping in larger numbers and camping more often.
Last year, 56% of all new campers were millennials (up from 51% in 2017), and 41% of total reported
campers were millennials.
This rise in camping’s popularity has only been accelerated by the COVID-19 epidemic, with a July 2020
Gannett newspaper article reporting, “Worried about COVID-19, many Americans have opted for RVs and
tent camping in pursuit of safer, less crowded options than flying or staying in hotels. More people are
renting RVs, bookings have increased by more than 1,600% since early April on the rental site RVshare.”
While overnight camping is not slated to return to Camp Albocondo, stay tuned as the next chapter of
this site’s long and colorful history unfolds.
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Pictured here is the old welcome center for the campground.
It's had a few locations over the years, but it is currently the
first structure one sees as you enter the grounds from
Whitesville Road.
Photo by JP Ziobro

Pictured here is a water wheel built by Hugh Clayton at the site
of his two-story houseboat on the Toms River. He and his wife
lived on the boat in the ‘80s. Nothing remains of the boat itself
at the site today.
Photo by JP Ziobro

Leni Lenape artifacts have been found in the area, reflecting
human habitation long before Europeans arrived. These items
are thought to be artifacts from subsequent grist mill believed
to have existed on the property.
Photo by JP Ziobro
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Colletra, shortly after the Clayton family left the site.
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

Former Toms River Township Police Chief Richard
Clement, a cousin of Hugh Clayton, lived in Colletra for
a period. TRPD used the site as a firing range in the
1960s.
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

ABOVE & BELOW: Colletra, as it appeared in August of 2020
Photos by JP Ziobro
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ABOVE: Campers at the site, 1970s
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

ABOVE & BELOW: The 1950s ranch as it appeared in August of 2020
Photos by JP Ziobro
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Pictured here is the Clayton family at
the dedication of the Boys Scouts of
American Hugh Clayton Service
Center building at 1518 Ridgeway
Road, just next to Camp Albocondo.
Hugh Connelly Clayton donated the
land for the building, and contributed
a hefty sum towards its
construction. Fun fact: Hugh Clayton
won the Silver Buffalo award from
the Boy Scouts of America in 1982,
the same year as Ronald Reagan!
The Silver Buffalo Award is the
national-level distinguished service
award of the Boy Scouts of America,
presented for “noteworthy and
extraordinary service to youth on a
national basis, either as part of, or
independent of the Scouting
program. The award is made by the
National Court of Honor and the
recipient need not be a registered
member of the BSA.”
Courtesy Bonnie Clayton Citta

Hugh Connelly Clayton was born in Toms River in 1920. He attended
Toms River schools, graduating from high school in 1938. The Toms
River Regional School District inducted Mr. Clayton into their Hall of
Fame in 1991, and they have compiled perhaps the best brief
biography of his life available. That biography notes that,
immediately after high school, Connelly “worked for a local builder
building houses and chicken coops.” The following year, he went to
work...
for the United States Navy at Elco [Electric Launch Company]
Naval Division in Bayonne building PT boats. He was soon in
charge of setting engines, props, etc. and test running the
completed boats. In 1941, Clayton went to work for the Annapolis
yacht yard in Maryland to build a Lend Lease PT Boat. Working
for the USN Bureau of Ships, he did the designing of installations
and all the mechanical items such as engines and hookup,
machine guns and torpedoes. Early in 1943, he was selected to
go to Russia with two other young men to build the PT boats in
Leningrad, Russia, so they could be put into action on the East
side of the German blockade in the Baltic Sea. Having arrived
directly after the siege of Leningrad, he found no food, 55 degrees
below zero weather, and a work force consisting of women and
children. For his unique contribution to the war effort Hugh
Clayton was awarded the highest honor in Russia, the Order of
Red Banner of Labor, which was presented to him at a dinner in
Leningrad.
Post-war, Hugh Clayton returned to Toms River and began the
Clayton Yacht Works with his brother Lloyd. The 1953 book “The
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Jersey Shore: A Social and Economic History of the Counties of
Atlantic, Cape May, Monmouth, and Ocean (Volume 2),” called
Clayton Yacht Works “one of the best known and largest of the
Jersey Shore.” The brothers later ran Clayton Skiffs,
Inc., employing 300 workers at their Fischer
Boulevard location. In 1959, according to the Toms
River Regional School District biography, “Clayton
sold the business to ‘retire’ at age 39. True to form
his so-called retirement was alive with activity. He did
some consulting work for Hess Oil Co. designing and
building large oil systems, developed Edgemere
Estates, built the Albacondo Campground and
bought real estate in Florida...”
Mr. Clayton, successful in business as he was,
was also a philanthropist, giving generously of both
his time and money. Himself an Eagle Scout, he was
involved in the Boy Scouts for decades, was a
volunteer fireman for 30 years, and was a non-paid
special Dover Township policeman for 20 years. He
The Boys Scouts of American Hugh Clayton Service
served on the Dover (now Toms River) Township
Center.
Planning Board for 14 years (7 years as chairman),
Photo by JP Ziobro
during which time the Dover Parks and Recreation
Department was begun. He was a lifetime member of
Kiwanis and St. Andrews United Methodist Church (formerly the
Pleasant Plains Methodist Church). This accounting really just
scratches the surface of his lifelong altruism.
Hugh Connelly Clayton died in 1995, aged 75. His wife, Alta Jean
Clayton, predeceased him in 1993. His legacy of service should
inspire us all.
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